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Methyl-RNA: an evolutionary bridge between RNA and
DNA?
Anthony Poole 1;2, David Penny 1 and Britt-Marie Sjo« berg 2
Given the apparent limitation of double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA) genomes to about 30 kb, together with the
complexity of DNA synthesis, it appears dif¢cult for a
dsRNA genome to encode all the information required
before the transition from an RNA to a DNA genome.
Ribonucleotide reductase itself, which synthesises
deoxyribonucleotides from ribonucleotides, requires
complex protein radical chemistry, and RNA world
genomes may have reached their limits of coding capacity
well before such complex enzymes had evolved. The
transition from RNA to DNA thus appears to require
intermediate steps, and we suggest that the naturally
occurring 2P-O-methylated RNA, with chemical properties
intermediate between RNA and DNA, is a suitable
candidate.
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Introduction
Before genetically encoded proteins and DNA, there is
thought to be a period in the evolution of life where
RNA was both catalyst and genetic material. Some ‘relics’
of this RNA world [1] period remain as a handful of cata-
lytic and evolutionarily conserved RNAs, and RNA viruses
[2^4]. The most spectacular is the ribosome with a core of
RNAs necessary, and perhaps suf¢cient, for protein syn-
thesis [5^7]. DNA synthesis is not carried out by any
such RNA machine, but traces of an RNA world origin
are nevertheless evident [8,9]. DNA synthesis cannot pro-
ceed without an RNA primer [2], and that deoxyribonu-
cleotides are synthesised from ribonucleotides (by ribonu-
cleotide reductases) also argues for the evolutionary
transition from RNA to DNA [10].
These enzymes (ribonucleotide reductases) are one of our
research topics, and a good place to start the discussion. On
the basis of structure [11] and suggested sequence homol-
ogy [12,13] all three classes appear to share a common
origin. All require complex protein radical chemistry to
reduce ribonucleotides to deoxyribonucleotides, though
the radical generation mechanism differs between the
classes (Figure 1) [10,14]. The highly complex nature of
the reduction suggests that catalytic proteins had to arise
before the transition to DNA could occur. Catalytic RNA
(ribozymes), almost certainly could not have carried out
such free radical chemistry ^ even if a radical could have
been generated it is unlikely it could have been controlled
(Table 1) [4,15]. A salient example of this is the use of
radicals in probing of nucleic acid structure. Fe(II)^EDTA
generated radicals cleave RNA and DNA non-speci¢cally,
regardless of whether single-stranded or double-stranded,
and irrespective of local structure [15]. While class II and
III reductases use nucleotide cofactors, this does not mean
that the reactions would have occurred in the RNA world,
though these cofactors may date from the RNA world. It is
the cofactors themselves [16], not the diversity of reactions
they are involved in, that date back to the RNA world ^
they have been recruited into many new metabolic path-
ways during evolution. Given known RNA chemistry, ri-
bonucleotide reduction appears impossible until the devel-
opment of protein catalysts.
Other enzymes required for the transition to DNA are
polymerases and helicases. DNA and RNA polymerases
may use a common catalytic mechanism [17], and muta-
genesis studies indicate that substrate selection can be
discriminated by a single residue, a single point mutation
permits DNA polymerase to accept ribonucleotides [18,19].
Furthermore, DNA and RNA helicases belong to a single
superfamily, [20], thus much of the DNA synthesis machi-
nery may have been recruited from RNA synthesis.
Although ribonucleotide reduction is a crucial link in the
transition from RNA to DNA, is this single step suf¢cient?
In this paper we review the relevant aspects of the RNA
world, RNA chemistry, the chemistry of ribonucleotide re-
duction and the coding capacity of double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA), and overall we conclude that it is not. We sug-
gest a possible bridge between RNA and DNA that has a
basis in known RNA biochemistry.
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RNA coding capacity
DNA can retain much larger quantities of genetic informa-
tion than RNA, and this is probably why the former was
selected over the latter during evolution. Coding capacity
is described by the ‘error threshold’ or ‘Eigen limit’. Put
simply, the accuracy of copying information places a limit
on a genome’s coding capacity. If accuracy is high, large
amounts of information can be maintained; if accuracy is
poor, the amount of information maintained is low (see
Eigen, [21]). The Eigen limit describes coding capacity
in terms of the overall ¢delity of replication, and for
RNA viruses, which lack proof-reading and repair, genome
size may offer a good measure of this and provides a rea-
sonable indication of genome size in the RNA world [4]. If
RNA genomes were subject to proof-reading and repair,
the information content would be greater than that dic-
tated by the spontaneous mutation rate.
Coronaviruses have the largest viral RNA genomes identi-
¢ed, reaching 30 kb [22]. It is reasonable to assume that
the largest modern RNA viruses are indicative of the upper
size limit for an RNA world genome, and perhaps even
exceed it [4,9]. If larger RNA genomes are possible with-
out proof-reading and repair, neither theoretical treatments
nor viral genome sizes predict it, and there is currently no
reason to suspect proof-reading and repair were properties
of RNA genomes.
In addition, in the RNA world, coding capacity was prob-
ably small since the genome was replicated by a ribozyme
RNA polymerase, which is expected to lack the accuracy of
modern RNA polymerases. If repair and proof-reading
functions arose after the advent of DNA, the spontaneous
mutation rate in the RNA world would have been approx-
imately 1034 [8].
The numerous RNA world relics identi¢ed in modern or-
ganisms give a partial picture of the RNA world. Many
traits presumably essential to RNA-based life left no evi-
dence of their existence, other than the handful of nucle-
otide cofactors [16]. Even with this gap in the RNA world
model, current knowledge suggests the RNA organism that
evolved protein synthesis was likely to have been danger-
ously close to the Eigen limit for RNA, and probably em-
Figure 1. Modern protein ribonucleotide
reductases. A simpli¢ed scheme
summarising the chemistry of
ribonucleotide reduction for each of the
three classes of ribonucleotide reductase.
In the ¢rst step, a radical is generated at
some distance from the active site. In
class I and III, radical generation and
catalysis occur on different subunits. The
class I reductases produce a stable
tyrosine radical with the help of an iron-
oxygen centre, and this is transferred to
the active site, 30^40 Aî away. In classes
II and III, a nucleotide cofactor
(adenosylcobalamin (AdoCbl) and AdoMet,
respectively) is cleaved to generate a
deoxyadenosyl radical (AdoCHb2 ), which
subsequently forms a stable glycine radical
in the class III reductase. In the next step
the radical in all three classes is
transferred to an active site cysteine,
forming a thiyl radical. This is then
transferred to the 3P position of the ribose,
and two cysteines act as reductants in
classes I and II, while formate is the
reductant in the class III reaction. Once
the 2P-OH has been reduced to 2P-H, with
regeneration of the thiyl radical, this is
transferred back to the tyrosine in class I,
to the glycine in class III, while in class II
AdoCbl is regenerated. In the class III
reaction, AdoMet is consumed in
generating the glycine radical, but like the
tyrosine radical in the class I reaction, the
glycine radical is stable and can
presumably support several enzymatic
turn-over cycles.
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ployed strategies, such as genetic redundancy and recom-
bination, to ‘buffer’ against information loss [4].
Proteins increase ¢delity
Protein synthesis is expected to have had a two-fold effect
on RNA organisms: improvement of RNA-catalysed reac-
tions (including replication) which in turn allowed an in-
crease in genome coding capacity. The ¢rst proteins are
expected to be non-speci¢c, short basic proteins with few
constraints on primary structure, selected for their propen-
sity to bind, stabilise and globally improve ribozyme ef¢-
ciency [23]. Any protein that improved replication/transla-
tion by stabilising rRNA would, in the next round of
translation, be translated with greater ef¢ciency, improving
both replication and translation. This positive feedback
cycle would allow larger amounts of information to be
maintained, allowing new innovations to arise (see Figure
4 legend) [9,24].
With a ribozyme RNA polymerase, and RNA as genetic
material, such feedback would have edged the genome
size closer to the presumed modern maximum for RNA
genomes. However, the gap between these ¢rst proteins
and the ¢rst catalytic proteins is large. This is especially
clear when we examine the ribonucleotide reductases. In
all three cases the enzyme is large (radical storage/handling
requires this) and radical generation is separate from catal-
ysis (Figure 1) ^ the radical must be contained in the
absence of substrate and directed speci¢cally to the ribose
2P-hydroxyl during catalysis. Such a complex reaction was
almost certainly not carried out by the ¢rst catalytic pro-
teins, which probably tackled less complex reactions. Sig-
ni¢cantly, it has been noted that, in contrast to many other
biological reactions, the expectation on chemical grounds is
that ribonucleotide reduction could not possibly be carried
out in the absence of an enzyme [25]. As in modern or-
ganisms, free radicals could have caused considerable dam-
age to the cell.
RNA vs DNA
The major difference between DNA and RNA is that the
former has hydrogen at the 2P position of the ribose while
the latter has hydroxyl (Figure 2). The 2P-hydroxyl is cru-
cial for RNA tertiary structure, and is also the nucleophile
in self-cleavage by several ribozymes [26]. Self-cleavage is
problematic for genomic RNA as there is potential for the
2P-OH of any ribose to attack the adjacent 3P-phosphate,
breaking the phosphodiester bond. With hydrogen at the
2P position DNA cannot self-cleave, and is consequently a
poor catalyst, but more stable a genetic material than RNA.
Since in biochemical terms the leap to DNA is so large,
there must have been strong selection to make the tran-
sition from RNA to DNA. A low-¢delity RNA genome is
not expected to have been able to encode the large num-
ber of biochemical processes that even the smallest ge-
nomes [27] of today do, yet ribonucleotide reductases pro-
vide the only link in the transition from RNA to DNA
genomes.
With catalytic RNAs and multifunctional RNA-binding
proteins, a 30 kb RNA genome (see above) would be
stretched to its limit. Where is there suf¢cient space to
encode simple proteins, then more complex catalytic pro-
teins capable of generating and controlling protein radicals?
Without proof-reading and repair, it seems highly unlikely
that an RNA genome could have been large enough to
support such a large collection of protein genes, making
it hard to see how ribonucleotide reductase could have
arisen in an RNA world. This is the central problem we
address. Intermediates between RNA and DNA, with im-
proved ¢delity of replication (and thus larger coding ca-
pacity), are the obvious way of solving the conundrum.
Bridging the gap? The methyl-RNA world
hypothesis
The possibility that an intermediate genetic material ex-
Table 1
General steps required for ribonucleotide reduction vs known RNA chemistry.
Steps carried out by RNR Likely on basis of known RNA chemistry?
Binding to substrate and cofactor Yes
Cleavage of cofactor (C^Co(III) bond or C^S bond) to generate a radical Possibly
Containment and control of radicala No
Transfer of radical to substrate No
Radical/cofactor regeneration No
Known reactions carried out by RNAb
Transesteri¢cation (cleavage, ligation)
N-Alkylation
Peptide bond formation
Acyl transfer
Isomerisation
N-Glycosidic bond formation
aRNA is non-speci¢cally cleaved by free radicals, as shown by nucleic acid structure probing with radicals generated by Fe(II)^EDTA cleav-
age [15] or radiolysis of water [52].
bReviewed in Yarus [53] and Carola and Eckstein [54].
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isted in the transition from the RNA to the DNA world has
not been considered, primarily since no such material has
been identi¢ed. Most functional RNAs however carry
modi¢cations, many of which are to the bases [28]. In
addition, methylation of ribose at the 2P-OH (Figure 2) is
both common and universal in all organisms [29].
The advantage that ribose methylation offers RNA is two-
fold: silencing 2P-OH moieties within RNA, independent
of sequence, ensures only speci¢c residues are catalytic
(thus preventing unwanted side reactions), and, preventing
2P-OH from forming H-bonds in the tertiary structure, thus
perhaps favouring a particular folding pathway. Both (si-
lencing of catalysis and effects on folding) may also be
relevant to RNA as genetic material. Starting from the
assumption that 2P-OH silencing is the basis of improved
stability in nucleic acids, we will ¢rst argue that 2P-O-meth-
ylation dates back to an RNA world. Then we examine the
possibility that, in terms of genomic stability and coding
capacity, 2P-O-methylation of an RNA genome may have
provided a chemically simple stepping-stone from RNA to
DNA in genome evolution (Table 2). Others have argued
for an ancient origin for modi¢ed nucleotides in general
[30,31], but we restrict our discussion to 2P-O-methyla-
tion.
Before describing the theory in detail, it is worth consid-
ering that it appears to add an extra step to the RNA to
DNA transition. Our rationale for doing so is that the
strong limits to RNA coding capacity imply that complex
protein-catalysed metabolic processes could not have
evolved in an RNA genome in the absence of proof-read-
ing and repair, even though some increase in ¢delity comes
from maintaining the genome in multiple copies [32]. Ad-
ditionally, ribonucleotide reduction most probably could
not have been ribozyme-catalysed (Table 1). Given that
it is among the most complex of reactions catalysed by
protein enzymes, we consider it to have arisen relatively
late in protein evolution, and could only occur in organisms
with quite large genomes with a large coding capacity.
The main advantage of an extra stage in the RNA to DNA
transition is that it does not require large, extremely un-
likely, steps. Each step relies only on stages that are con-
sistent with established mechanisms, and in this sense is
the simplest (or maximum likelihood) explanation [33]. A
similar argument for an intermediate stage has been used
for the origins of the RNA world itself. On current knowl-
edge of prebiotic chemistry, L-D-ribose was not readily pro-
duced on the early Earth and this has led [34] to a search
for intermediate genetic materials that might have pre-
Figure 2. Nucleotides as they would
appear within a nucleic acid chain. The
difference between RNA, 2P-O-methylated
RNA and DNA is the nature of the group
at the 2P position of the ribose (highlighted
in red). In RNA the 2P position carries a
hydroxyl. The reactivity of this group is a
major determinant of RNA catalytic activity.
2P-O-Methyl RNA occurs extensively on
eukaryotic and archaeal RNAs, particularly
ribosomal RNA, where the reaction is
snoRNA-mediated. Site-speci¢c protein
methylases catalyse the rRNA methylation
in bacteria. Methylation eliminates the
propensity for 2P-OH-mediated catalytic
activity. In DNA, hydrogen is at the 2P
position on the ribose. Ribonucleotide
reductases utilise free radical chemistry to
reduce the 2P-OH of free ribonucleotides to
a 2P-H, forming free deoxyribonucleotides.
Bases are shown in blue: uracil in RNA
and 2P-O-methyl RNA and thymine in DNA.
Table 2
The pros and cons of 2P-O-methylated RNA as a genetic material.
Better than RNA Worse than DNA
The reactivity of the 2P-OH is
eliminated.
Modi¢cation of the ribose is post-transcriptional.
2P-OCH3 confers qualities similar to
DNA as a genetic material.
2P-O-methyl ribose would produce a hydrophobic cushion in the deep groove of the helix ^ full
methylation may compromise genome functionality.
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ceded RNA. Nelson et al. [35] suggest PNA (peptide nu-
cleic acid) as a candidate ¢rst genetic material. Though
there is no evidence for PNA having ever been a biolog-
ically relevant molecule, searching for intermediates in the
origin of life can aid in uncovering simpler solutions to the
problem. In the current case, we approach the question of
the origins of DNA within the framework of the accepted
model for the RNA world, and in doing so we identify a
number of problems with this model in understanding the
origin of DNA. We suggest that adding an extra step is
currently the simplest way [33] of treating the problem,
and it leads to potential experimental tests.
2P-O-Methylation in the RNA world?
Returning to the main theme, there are many pointers to
an RNA world origin for 2P-O-methylation. In all organ-
isms, ribosomal RNA transcripts are 2P-O-methylated as
part of the process that produces mature rRNA. Ribosomal
processing in eukaryotes uses a number of small nucleolar
RNAs (snoRNAs) required for 2P-O-methylation of rRNAs
at speci¢c sites [29,36]. In bacteria, snoRNAs are apparent-
ly absent, and site-speci¢c protein enzymes methylate
rRNA [29,39]. In support of the ancient origin of snoR-
NA-mediated methylation, homologues of methylation
snoRNAs have been also identi¢ed in archaea [37], sug-
gesting snoRNAs (and methylation) pre-date the bacterial
protein^enzyme system [9].
The ‘bare-bones’ rRNAs, as they presumably were in the
RNA world, would have greatly bene¢ted from silencing of
2P-OH groups by methylation as large RNAs would have
had a high propensity for misfolding, and probably con-
tained many sites of potential catalytic activity. This may
also have been the case for other RNAs, so snoRNA-medi-
ated post-transcriptional methylation could have been of
global selective advantage. A recent report describes two
C/D box snoRNAs that guide 2P-O-methylation of U6
snRNA [38] ^ one of these also directs methylation of
28S rRNA. We take this as support that methylation could
have been widespread in the RNA world. We suggest that
once RNA-binding proteins arose, the role that methyla-
tion played in folding and stabilising functional RNA was
gradually replaced by protein^RNA interactions. An ex-
planation for the lack of snoRNA in bacteria is based on
this premise [9,23].
With only snoRNA-guided RNA modi¢cation in the RNA
world, the degree of methylation of the RNA genome, if
any, would be limited to sites of maximal bene¢t, such as
those that confer an advantage on both the functional RNA
and its gene. The reason is straightforward: each modi¢ca-
tion is guided by a site-speci¢c snoRNA approximately 70^
100 nt long [29] and, hence, unless each methylation trans-
lates to an increase in coding capacity of 70^100 nt or
more, the genome gets ¢lled up faster than it can increase
in size! Some snoRNAs guide more than one modi¢cation,
but even so, the implication of snoRNA-mediated modi¢-
cation is that the number of modi¢cations that could have
been maintained on functional RNA was small and limited
to the most crucial sites. The large diversity of snoRNAs
found in modern eukaryotes may thus have arisen later in
evolution [36]. The possibility of a 2P-O-methylated RNA
genome as an intermediate in the evolution of DNA re-
quires a means of methylation that does not exponentially
eat up coding capacity.
Can 2P-O-methylation be carried out by a
ribozyme?
Before examining a possible methyl-RNA genome we
need to consider the question whether RNA itself can
carry out 2P-O-methylation. In principle, a methyl-RNA
genome could have arisen either before, or after, protein
synthesis. The methylase which putatively interacts with
snoRNAs in modern eukaryotic rRNA processing has been
partially puri¢ed, and shown to use the pyridine nucleotide
cofactor S-adenosyl-L-methionine (AdoMet) as methyl do-
nor [39], so we will begin by looking at the role of AdoMet
in methylation.
The crystal structures of two methylases that transfer a
methyl group from AdoMet to a hydroxyl oxygen have
been solved: catechol-O-methyltransferase [40], and VP39
from vaccinia virus (which 2P-O-methylates the residue ad-
jacent to the cap in mRNA) [41]. While only the latter acts
on the 2P-hydroxyl of ribose, both are instructive in trying
to understand the possible mechanism of this reaction. Bio-
chemical studies of catechol-O-methyltransferase reveal
that the methyl group is almost certainly transferred di-
rectly from AdoMet to the oxygen by an SN2 mechanism,
with no methylated enzyme intermediate [42]. Positive
charges (Lys-144, Mg2, and S of AdoMet) close to the
hydroxyl are predicted to promote leaving of the hydrogen,
upon which the oxygen would make a nucleophilic attack
on the reactive H3C^S bond on AdoMet (Figure 3A),
producing S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine [40,42]. The data
for VP39 [41] likewise suggest the reaction is coaxed along
simply by the coordination of positively charged residues
in the vicinity of the 2P-hydroxyl.
AdoMet is widely used as a methyl donor in biochemical
reactions to a broad variety of acceptors. The positively
charged sulphonium ion, to which the methyl group is
linked, makes AdoMet highly reactive, and hence a good
methyl donor. So reactive is AdoMet that it also methylates
both proteins and DNA non-enzymatically [43,44]. In
DNA, AdoMet spontaneously methylates adenine and gua-
nine, forming 3-methyladenine and 7-methylguanine. In
both these cases, methylation is on a nitrogen moiety,
though there is tentative evidence that O6-methylguano-
sine is also produced in trace amounts [45].
As yet, the possibility that 2P-O-methylations might arise
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spontaneously has not been examined, but the work on
methylases and AdoMet suggests a methylase ribozyme
could be selected for in vitro. Certainly available evidence
suggests 2P-O-methylation is a simple enough reaction to
be placed in the RNA world.
A methyl-RNA genome?
Here we will argue expansion from methylation of func-
tional RNAs by a limited repertoire of snoRNAs (and per-
haps a methylase ribozyme) to genome methylation could
have come about with the origin of a non-speci¢c dsRNA
methylase which methylated speci¢c sites by interaction
with snoRNA^pre-rRNA duplexes. Based on the crystallo-
graphic data above, minimal requirements for a simple
methylase would be positive charge, dsRNA-binding activ-
ity plus snoRNA^rRNA recognition, and AdoMet-binding
activity, though the snoRNA/ribozyme could have bound
AdoMet (Figure 3B). Such simple features are reminiscent
of the expected properties of the earliest proteins [23]. We
shall ¢rst describe the model, then present data suggesting
its feasibility.
Figure 3. Methylase recruitment into RNA
genome modi¢cation. (A) Predicted
minimal requirements for methylation by an
ancient methylase. Methylation on hydroxyl
oxygen may require AdoMet as methyl
group donor, a means of bringing the
2P-hydroxyl and methyl moieties into close
contact, and positive charges to facilitate
leaving of the hydrogen (see text). The
role of the protein enzyme may be simply
to augment methylation rather than being
directly involved in the catalytic step.
(B) SnoRNA-dependent modi¢cation of
pre-rRNA dates back to the RNA world. As
in the modern system, methylation may
originally have occurred concurrent with
transcription. With the advent of protein
synthesis very simple catalysts arose,
among these a non-speci¢c dsRNA
methylase. The methylase interacted with
snoRNAs, being guided or tethered by
these to speci¢c sites on the pre-rRNA.
The expectation is that this methylase has
been retained in the modern eukaryotes
and archaea but lost from bacteria. By
virtue of its non-speci¢c dsRNA
methylating activity, this enzyme is
hypothesised to have been recruited into
methylation of genomic RNA, improving
the stability of the genetic material prior to
the origin of DNA. Methylation may initially
have been carried out by a ribozyme that
associated with each of the methylating
snoRNAs, or alternatively methylation
could have been carried out by the
snoRNAs themselves. Methylase: blue
ellipse; methyl groups: red lollipops.
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By virtue of its recognition of dsRNA, such a methylase
might also have been able to modify genomic dsRNA
(Figure 3B). The predicted stabilising effect of 2P-O-meth-
ylation on genomic RNA argues that the coding capacity of
the genome would have increased suf¢ciently for genu-
inely catalytic proteins such as RNA polymerase, and later
ribonucleotide reductase, to arise, paving the way to the
DNA world (Figure 4). A crucial point is that the methyl-
ase could recognise dsRNA in a non-speci¢c manner, al-
lowing it to act on the, presumably, dsRNA of the genome.
This amounts to recruitment from RNA post-transcription-
al methylation into RNA post-replicative methylation. In
this model, no snoRNAs are required for genome methyl-
ation, and because the position of methylation is less cru-
cial than for functional RNA, methylation at many points
on the genome would be advantageous (Figure 3B). In
Figure 4. Stepwise increases in genome
coding capacity during evolution. The
events leading to the origin of DNA can be
broken down into a number of steps, with
selection acting at each step. This
Darwinian approach to understanding
complex systems can be further
understood in terms of the Eigen limit (see
text). In the case of genome evolution, it
can be described in terms of a positive-
feedback cycle: (1) Each newly selected
function permits a greater potential coding
capacity. (2) In turn, this permits new
functions to arise. (3) These functions are
selected for, thus permitting a greater
potential coding capacity, and so the
process is a positive feedback cycle (This
we call the Darwin^Eigen cycle [9],
depicted schematically in pink). Our model
cannot determine whether the RNA
polymerase arose before the dsRNA
methylase or vice versa; we consider both
to be essential steps in the origin of DNA,
irrespective of order. The later stages,
where U is replaced by T, after the
evolution of ribonucleotide reduction, are
included for completeness and will be
discussed elsewhere (Poole, Penny and
Sjoëberg, submitted). Abbreviations: 2P-O-
Me, ribose 2P-O-methylation; RNA/DNA
pol., RNA/DNA polymerase; Ur-RNR,
ancestral ribonucleotide reductase; U-N-
glycosylase, Uracil-N-glycosylase; TS,
thymidylate synthase.
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contrast, non-speci¢c methylations of functional RNAs
could result in silencing of residues crucial for catalysis
and loss of function [46].
Structural studies of 2P-O-methyl RNA [47,48] provide in-
sight into the feasibility of a methyl-RNA genome, dem-
onstrating that methylation has a minimal effect on the
structure of duplex RNA, and that it is A-form, suggesting
that partially or fully methylated dsRNA might have the
capacity to carry genetic information.
A non-speci¢c methylase would have offered an improved
system for post-transcriptional modi¢cation of pre-rRNA at
regions speci¢ed by the binding of complementary sno-
RNA. The methylase we envisage is tethered at the sno-
RNA^rRNA duplex by some feature of the snoRNA, pos-
sibly the C and/or D box [29,49], forcing methylation 5 nt
from the D box as per the contemporary system (Figure
3B).
The implication of our model is that the function of this
enzyme has been preserved from before the origin of
DNA, and we predict that it will be identi¢ed in all eu-
karyotes and archaea that use snoRNAs. We suggest that
the methylase that acts in concert with snoRNAs is also
non-speci¢c for dsRNA, and may not in itself be catalytic.
Our model proposes a function that is a consequence of
snoRNA^pre-rRNA interaction, and the dif¢culty in isolat-
ing this methylation activity may in part be due to its non-
speci¢c af¢nity for duplex RNA along with a ‘chaperone-
like’ (as de¢ned in [23]) role in catalysis. A crucial test for
feasibility of our model would be to examine whether or
not the methylase can carry out non-speci¢c methylation of
duplex RNA.
Eichler et al. [50] have partially puri¢ed a nucleolar 2P-O-
methyltransferase, demonstrating that it acts on ribosomal
RNA [50,51]. Furthermore, it was shown to carry out non-
speci¢c methylation in vitro; the external transcribed
spacer of 18S rRNA, which is not modi¢ed in vivo, also
becomes methylated, suggesting that there are factors
present in vivo (possibly snoRNAs) that limit or direct
methylation. Furthermore, under in vitro conditions, ap-
proximately 6% of all residues on the pre-18S rRNA
were methylated after 1 h, in contrast to 1.2% modi¢cation
observed in vivo [51]. Most strikingly, the partially puri¢ed
methyltransferase also non-speci¢cally methylates double-
stranded poly(A)bpoly(U) RNA (as well as single-stranded
poly(C) and poly(A) RNA) [50]). Once the nucleolar 2P-O-
methyltransferase has been fully puri¢ed, it will be of great
interest to con¢rm these results, verifying AdoMet require-
ment [39] and the non-speci¢c RNA methylation activity
reported [51].
Why DNA?
If 2P-O-methyl RNA is a candidate intermediate between
RNA and DNA, what selection was there to go from meth-
yl-RNA to DNA? If silencing of the 2P-OH provides im-
proved stability there must be an additional explanation for
the origin of deoxyribonucleotides. One explanation is that
the genomic RNA methylation we describe is post-replica-
tive (Table 2). Ribonucleotide reductase, however, per-
forms reduction of the 2P-OH to 2P-H pre-replicatively.
The advantage is clear: guaranteed complete modi¢cation,
and at no stage is the genome susceptible to 2P-OH-medi-
ated self-cleavage.
Completeness of genomic RNA methylation depends on
the processivity of the methylase, and if it is non-speci¢c,
it may not necessarily methylate every residue. Certainly it
seems improbable that the methylase reached the level of
processivity of RNA polymerases. Complete methylation
may in fact be a hindrance, since a hydrophobic ‘cushion’
would form in the deep groove of the RNA [47,48]. Indeed
the partially puri¢ed 2P-O-methyltransferase shows prefer-
ence for unmethylated RNA over methylated RNA [51],
and increased hydrophobicity might be one explanation for
this. Lastly, incomplete, non-speci¢c methylation would
have its drawbacks, in that there would be no means of
repeatedly methylating the most susceptible sites. The
evolution of ribonucleotide reduction would solve these
problems (Table 2): complete pre-replicative modi¢cation
of the 2P-OH is possible; deep groove hydrophobicity is
avoided; B form DNA (where bases are buried in the
centre of the double helix) may be less likely to suffer
base damage than unmethylated or partially methylated
duplex RNA.
Conclusions
In this article we have reviewed our current understanding
of the evolutionary transition from RNA to DNA, and have
identi¢ed a gap: information theory argues that the limited
coding capacity of RNA is the major obstacle in the tran-
sition to the DNA world. We have described one possible
solution to this problem. By introducing an intermediate
step, post-replicative 2P-O-methylation, coding capacity is
increased via a positive feedback loop (Figure 4).
While we do not hold that the model is necessarily correct,
it is falsi¢able and draws attention to a problem with the
RNA world model that is often overlooked. Our model
suggests 2P-O-methylation as an early alternative to reduc-
tion of the reactive 2P-hydroxyl of RNA. The methylase
we describe is predicted to augment a spontaneous reac-
tion, and a simple protein, rich in basic residues, may pos-
sibly ful¢l this role. A simple system, which offers some of
the bene¢ts of DNA, would permit a larger genome size,
paving the way for more complex catalysts such as ribonu-
cleotide reductase to evolve.
How can the model be tested? If it can be demonstrated
that a ribozyme can carry out ribonucleotide reduction,
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solving the chemical problem of reducing the ribosyl 2P-
OH within an RNA world, the model is falsi¢ed. Likewise,
demonstration of a less chemically complex deoxyribonu-
cleotide synthesis pathway, such as from acetaldehyde and
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (degradation products in de-
oxyribonucleoside salvage), that abrogates the chemistry
of ribonucleotide reduction, would falsify the hypothesis.
Finally, a demonstration that early RNA genomes could
have held much larger amounts of genetic information
than currently supposed would also be a falsi¢cation of
the hypothesis.
Note added in proof: Since the writing of this article, the
crystal structure of an archaeal ¢brillarin-homologue has
been determined [55]. The C-terminal domain is similar
in folding to AdoMet-dependent methyltransferases, with
greatest similarity to catechol O-methyltransferase. Methyl-
ating snoRNAs have been detected in Archaea [37] so the
¢brillarin structure is particularly relevant to our hypothe-
sis. The structure of the fold is consistent with our con-
tention that the catalytic role of the methyltranferase may
simply be to provide a positive charge to aid leaving of the
methyl group from AdoMet.
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